Longman Apps for iPhone and iPod touch

We have added more Longman dictionaries to download as iPhone/iPod touch applications, making Longman dictionaries truly mobile. With full colour text, hundreds of zoomable illustrations and photos and extensive sound files among the many features available.

Longman Dictionaries on iPhone/iPod touch include:

- Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
- Longman Active Study Dictionary
- Longman Advanced American Dictionary
- Longman Business English Dictionary
- Longman Idioms Dictionary
- Longman Phrasal Verbs Dictionary
- Longman English - Japanese Dictionary
- Longman Diccionario Conciso
- Longman Dictionary of 100,000 Words (Chinese Bilingual)
- Longman Dicionário Inglês - Português

For more information about Longman Dictionary Apps – including the newly released titles for iPad – visit www.pearsonlongman.com/dictionaries/iphone_dictionaries.html

Dictionaries Correlation Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dictionary</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Active Study Dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman WordWise Dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Exams Dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Business English Dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Essential Activator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Language Activator®</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Pronunciation Dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Photo Dictionary NEW EDITION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Advanced American Dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Dictionary of American English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Study Dictionary of American English NEW EDITION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word by Word Dictionaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman Bilingual Dictionaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Longman also offers a diverse list of other learners dictionaries, ranging from specialist books focusing on Phrasal Verbs, Idioms and Common Errors, to building-block dictionaries such as the Longman Basic Dictionary and Handy Learner's Dictionary. All are written using the expertise and learner focus for which Longman dictionaries are renowned worldwide.

See the catalogue DVD-ROM for more information.
Longman Dictionaries

Judge for Yourself: see which dictionary is best for your students

Longman Photo Dictionary

Longman WordWise Dictionary

Longman Active Study Dictionary

Go to www.pearsonlongman.com/dictionaries for lesson plans and worksheets
Get connected

With the DVD-ROM:
- Listen to every word pronounced + 88,000 examples in British and American English
- Record yourself and compare with the native speaker example
- Practice for FCE, CAE, CPE, IELTS and TOEIC® with thousands of interactive exercises
- Access 1000s of collocations, synonyms, antonyms and corpus examples
- Check words on the internet or in documents with the handy pop-up mode

**Longman Vocabulary Trainer**
- Cutting-edge software helps students build vocabulary even faster
- Tests a word’s meaning, grammar, collocation and usage
- Students track progress and scores in their Personal Vocabulary List

**Dictionary Data**
- 230,000 words, phrases and meanings – more than any other advanced learner’s dictionary
- 185,000 corpus-based examples based on real, natural English from the Longman Corpus Network + an additional 1 million corpus examples on the DVD-ROM
- Clear definitions written using only 2,000 common words
- Guide to British and American Culture on the DVD-ROM with 15,000 entries
- 3,000 most frequent words in both spoken and written English highlighted – the Longman Communication 3000
- 18,000 synonyms + an additional 30,000 on the DVD-ROM
- 65,000 collocations + an additional 82,000 on the DVD-ROM

Buy the dictionary + DVD-ROM and get a FREE 12 month subscription to Longman Dictionaries Online

---

The **Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English** is the ultimate learning tool available in print, on DVD-ROM, mobile phone and online. Giving learners the best language support wherever and whenever they need it.

Includes the **Longman Vocabulary Trainer** – the best way to learn and revise vocabulary
- 3,000 most frequent words in spoken and written English highlighted
- Academic Word List highlighted
- Signposts help students find the meanings of words quickly
- Integrated Collocations Dictionary shows which words to use together to improve fluency
- Integrated Thesaurus helps expand students’ vocabulary
- Register Notes focus on spoken and written differences
- Grammar and Usage Notes ensure students avoid common errors
The Longman Active Study Dictionary is the most comprehensive intermediate learner’s dictionary available. This dictionary targets the words that students need to know and helps them to increase their vocabulary.

- **3,000 most frequent words** in English highlighted
- **Academic Word List** highlighted
- **Signposts** help students find the meanings of words quickly
- **Focus on Collocations** to help students learn word combinations and improve fluency
- **Integrated Thesaurus** explains over 6,000 synonyms and antonyms to expand students’ vocabulary
- **Grammar and Usage** notes ensure students avoid common errors
- **Phrases** with natural examples explain how typical idiomatic expressions are used

**Dictionary Data**

- 100,000 words, phrases and meanings
- Over 40,000 corpus-based examples
- 20,000 collocations
- 6,000 synonyms, antonyms and related words
- Clear definitions written using only 2,000 common words
- 3,000 Active Words show the most important words to know
Longman WordWise Dictionary

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATE

Longman Memory Coach CD-ROM

- Access the full contents of the dictionary
- Longman Memory Coach with interactive exercises focusing on core meanings and structures, vocabulary building, word choice, spelling and pronunciation
- Students learn key words in a fun and lively way with Memory Games
- Photo dictionary
- Exam Preparation for KET & PET

Focus on the essentials

The Longman WordWise Dictionary focuses on essential language so students reach intermediate level faster. The Longman WordWise Dictionary helps students learn the meanings, phrases, grammar and collocations of the most important words in English.

- 2,000 key words highlighted with extra information on grammar and usage – the WordWise 2,000
- Word Choice boxes explain the differences between words with similar or confusing meanings
- Usage, grammar, spelling and pronunciation notes help avoid common mistakes
- 16 page picture dictionary and study pages with exercises

Dictionary Data

- 38,000 words, phrases and meanings
- Clear definitions written using only 2,000 common words
- WordWise 2000: key words highlighted cover 80% of the English use by native speakers

www.pearsonlongman.com/dictionaries
Achieve Exam success with the only dictionary just for advanced exam students

With expert guidance on vocabulary building and writing skills, plus hours of interactive exam practice on the CD-ROM, the Longman Exams Dictionary is a must-have for all serious students preparing for examinations.

- Covers key academic study areas such as computing and medicine
- 10,000 synonyms, antonyms and Word Families
- Over 1,000 Study Notes on vocabulary, grammar and common errors
- Academic Word List highlighted
- Topic Activator section focuses on vocabulary for common exam topics
- Essay Activator section focuses on key vocabulary for writing tasks

The Longman Exams Coach CD-ROM improves exam performance with hours of interactive practice with feedback, including practical strategies to improve academic essay writing and listening practice.

- Interactive exercises for FCE, CAE, IELTS, TOEIC® and TOEFL®

Dictionary Data

- 212,000 words, phrases and meanings
- 160,000 corpus-based examples show natural usage
- 3,000 most frequent words in both spoken and written English
- Academic Word List highlighted
- Clear definitions written using only 2,000 common words
- Over 35 hours of interactive exam practice with support and feedback on the CD-ROM

Do you need to explain macroeconomics in the classroom? Would your students know what a hurdle rate is?

The Longman Business English Dictionary gives students in-depth knowledge of all the vocabulary they need to survive in today’s fast-paced business environment.

Business Resource Section gives students a comprehensive overview of key business concepts such as financial statements and letter writing, together with exercises to consolidate their learning

- CD-ROM includes the full contents of the dictionary
- Over 5 hours of interactive practice for BEC and BULATS exams
- Handy pop-up dictionary mode for checking words on the internet or in documents

Dictionary Data

- 18,000 examples from authentic business sources such as The Financial Times and the Wall Street Journal
- 30,000 up-to-date business terms

www.pearsonlongman.com/dictionaries
What is an Activator?

The Longman Activators are more than just dictionaries. Like thesauruses, they help students develop their vocabulary by taking them from key words and basic ideas and guiding them to exactly the right word or phrase they need for a particular context or situation – guaranteeing natural sounding English.

How do they work?

• Students choose a word they already know, such as throw
• They use the clear signposts to find the right meaning
• Clear definitions and plenty of examples make choosing the right word easy

INTERMEDIATE – UPPER INTERMEDIATE

The Longman Essential Activator expands students’ vocabulary by building on simple words they already know.

The Longman Writing Coach CD-ROM improves writing skills:

• Students learn key vocabulary by topic, and use the Writing Tips to structure essays correctly
• The Longman Writing Coach guides students through the stages of writing a full essay which they can check against the model provided
• Students can click on a word to see the definition from the Longman Active Study Dictionary which is on the CD-ROM

UPPER INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

The Longman Language Activator helps advanced students improve their vocabulary. It takes students from a key word and shows more precise words or phrases – with information on register, context and grammar

• Helps students choose the right word by clearly showing the differences between words with similar meanings
• Detailed definitions and natural examples show students the correct word to use
• Students learn how to use their new word or phrase correctly using the collocations and phrases given for each meaning

Dictionary Data

The Longman Essential Activator

• 700 key concepts
• 42,000 words, phrases and examples
• Clear definitions written using only 2000 common words
• over 1,500 usage notes, including notes on formal and informal words
• 25 word banks with topic vocabulary and writing tips

The Longman Language Activator

• 1,000 key concepts
• 100,000 words, phrases and examples
• Clear definitions written using only 2000 common words

www.pearsonlongman.com/dictionaries
How should students pronounce the first syllable of *dissect* or the last vowel of *hurricane*? Where should they put the stress in *contribute*?

This 3rd edition of the *Longman Pronunciation Dictionary* gives students detailed guidance on over 225,000 pronunciations of words, including people and place names.

- Helps students with intonation by showing the stress patterns of thousands of compounds and idioms
- User-friendly graphs show the preferred pronunciations of British and American speakers, based on extensive research by Professor Wells

**Longman Pronunciation Coach CD-ROM**

- Students can listen to the pronunciation of all entries in British and American English, then record and check their own pronunciation
- **Self Study Lab** - students can learn the International Phonetic Alphabet and practise their pronunciation with thousands of interactive questions and feedback from Professor Wells
- **Teachers’ Resource Centre** provides downloadable exercises for use in class

The *Longman Photo Dictionary* makes learning over 3,500 words easy

- **1,000 colour photographs** help students learn words in context
- **3,500 words** are grouped into topic areas such as Food, Housing and Clothes
- Covers all the **vocabulary** students need for everyday life
- **Specific vocabulary** topics such as Computers, Jobs, Sports and Animals
- **Conversation activities** on each page for practice in class
- **Writing Activities** help students learn new vocabulary in full sentences
- **3 Audio CDs** with all the words pronounced
- Free downloadable worksheets available online

**www.pearsonlongman.com/dictionaries**
The Longman Advanced American Dictionary, with Longman Academic e-Tutor CD-ROM, helps students to learn more independently and effectively and so achieve academic success.

- Highlights the 3,000 most frequent words in spoken and written English
- Highlights the Academic Word List
- Thousands of terms from academic subjects such as Science, Economics, Politics and English Language Arts
- Builds students’ vocabulary with Thesaurus Boxes and 10,000 synonyms and antonyms
- Pictures and diagrams help explain difficult concepts and content words
- Over 5,000 Word Origins and 15,000 on the CD-ROM

Dictionary Data
- 185,000 words, phrases and meanings
- 87,000 corpus-based examples
- 10,000 synonyms and antonyms
- Clear definitions written using only 2000 common words

The Longman Advanced American Dictionary of American English, with Longman Academic e-Tutor CD-ROM, helps students to learn more independently and effectively and so achieve academic success.

- Highlights the Academic Word List
- 3,500 words for content areas specifically for students who are studying other subjects in English
- 3,000 Thesaurus boxes help expand students’ vocabulary
- Over 3,000 Word Origins and 10,000 on the CD-ROM

The Longman English e-Tutor CD-ROM helps students improve their reading, writing and grammar to attain the next level of English.

The Longman Study Dictionary of American English is guaranteed to help students without confusing them. It makes even the most difficult words and concepts easy to understand first time.

- All the vocabulary learners need for school
- Highlights the Academic Word List
- Thousands of synonyms shown in Thesaurus Boxes
- Activities section teaches dictionary skills
- Includes full colour picture dictionary
- Over 3,000 Word Origins and 10,000 online

Online Access with PIN number:
- The entire dictionary online with pronunciation and example sentences
- Longman Vocabulary Trainer helps users learn and remember new vocabulary
- Thesaurus to help with vocabulary building
- Study Center with interactive exercises for vocabulary and grammar practice

Dictionary Data
- 95,000 words, phrases and meanings
- 36,000 corpus-based examples
- 13,000 word origins
- Clear definitions written using only 2000 common words

www.longmandictionariesonline.com
The new Longman Elementary Dictionary and Thesaurus combines the strengths of both traditional and picture dictionaries with the flexibility of a child-friendly thesaurus to empower young language learners to expand their English vocabulary.

The Pedagogical Guide offers practical and highly-effective instructional routines giving teachers clear guidance on how to use the dictionary:

• 10,000 words and meanings – including content vocabulary and academic instruction words
• More than 1,000 full colour photos and illustrations
• Combined dictionary and thesaurus supports emerging readers and writers
• Word Families, Word Origins, and Word Building boxes expand students’ understanding of new vocabulary

Hardcover 978 1 408 22521 9
Pedagogical Guide 978 1 408 21024 6

The new Longman Elementary Dictionary and Thesaurus combines the strengths of both traditional and picture dictionaries with the flexibility of a child-friendly thesaurus to empower young language learners to expand their English vocabulary.

Word by Word Dictionaries
BEGINNER – INTERMEDIATE

This best-selling American English learners’ Word by Word really makes vocabulary learning come alive in the classroom.

Vocabulary is based around the key topics that prepare students for using English in everyday life.

• Listen-and-repeat practice for all the vocabulary
• Workbooks develop listening and speaking skills

Student Book 978 0 131 48218 0
Student Book Audio Cassettes 978 0 131 91612 8

Longman Bilingual Dictionaries
BEGINNER – ADVANCED

All Longman Bilingual Dictionaries are written for students learning English and give explanations and specific help in the student’s own language.

Our bilingual dictionaries include:

• Language notes which help students avoid mistakes
• Synonyms, antonyms and vocabulary notes
• CD-ROMs with interactive exercises and full contents of the dictionary

See the catalogue DVD-ROM for more information

Longman also offers a diverse list of other learner dictionaries, ranging from specialist books focusing on Phrasal Verbs, Idioms and Common Errors, to building-block dictionaries such as the Longman Basic and Handy Learner’s Dictionaries.

All are written using the expertise and learner focus for which Longman dictionaries are renowned worldwide.

Go to the ELT Community to see the podcasts: Quite literally ... English idioms and expressions explained to see how we have used the Idioms Dictionary

See the catalogue DVD-ROM for more information.